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Abstract 
The availability of smart meter data allows defining innovative applications such as demand response (DR) 
programs for households. However, the dimensionality of data imposes challenges for the data mining of load patterns. 
In addition, the inherent variability of residential consumption patterns is a major problem for deciding on the 
characteristic consumption patterns and implementing proper DR settlements. In this regard, this paper utilizes a data 
size reduction and clustering methodology to analyze residential consumption behavior. Firstly, the distinctive time 
periods of household activity during the day are identified. Then, using these time periods, a modified symbolic 
aggregate approximation (SAX) technique is utilized to transform the load patterns into symbolic representations. In 
the next step, by applying a clustering method, the major consumption patterns are extracted and analyzed. Finally, the 
customers are ranked based on their stability over time. The proposed approach is applied on a large dataset of 
residential customers‘ smart meter data and can achieve three main goals: 1) it reduces the dimensionality of data by 
utilizing the data size reduction, 2) it alleviates the problems associated with the clustering of residential customers, 3) 
its results are in accordance with the needs of systems operators or demand response aggregators and can be used for 
demand response targeting. The paper also provides a thorough analysis of different aspects of residential electricity 
consumption and various approaches to the clustering of households which can inform industry and research activity to 
optimize smart meter operational use. 
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1. Introduction 
Smart meters have been vastly deployed for residential premises in recent years. These meters are equipped with 
measurement and communication capabilities that enable them to record the fine-grained energy consumption of 
customers and provide added information to the utility company. It is projected that the total number of installed smart 
meters will reach 780 million in 2020 [1]. This increasing trend has fundamentally changed the interaction between 
utilities and electricity customers and opened up possibilities for companies to offer new services such as customized 
tariff structures and demand response (DR) programs to the users.  
Smart meters can record the consumption data at different time resolutions, obtaining the daily load curve (DLC) of 
each customer. Therefore, there is a DLC for the customer i and the day j. The availability of this huge amount of 
DLCs offers great opportunities to study the consumption behavior of residential customers. For example, data mining 
techniques can be applied on the consumption data to characterise the relevant features of consumption behavior. 
Clustering is one of the most popular techniques in data science. The aim of clustering is to identify similar groups in a 
dataset.  Objects belonging to one cluster are more similar to each other than to those in other clusters.  By applying 
clustering techniques on DLCs of one customer, similar DLCs are grouped into one cluster and the major consumption 
behaviors of the customer are identified. On the other hand, clustering can also help to segregate a customer set into 
several clusters where the customers belonging to each group exhibit similar consumption patterns.  
Clustering can assist in establishing residential DR programs since it divides different customers or different load 
patterns into distinctive classes. This process can be used to target suitable groups by appropriate DR programs.  For 
example, those customers with load peaks happening at the same time as system peak are good prospects to be targeted 
by higher electricity prices or incentives to shift their loads from peak hours to off-peak hours. On the other hand, 
clustering can be used in more sophisticated ways to enhance the effectiveness of DR plans. However, in the literature, 
the use of clustering methods as a preliminary step in DR establishment has not been explored in detail. Only a limited 
number of studies have examined the application of clustering for facilitating and improving residential DR.  
In this paper, a data size reduction and clustering approach is utilized to analyze the DLCs of residential customers. 
The study in this work can be seen as a new approach for filling a gap in residential customer clustering and also a new 
method along with the current proposals for demand response targeting. Therefore, the aim of the paper is twofold: 
firstly, to develop and apply a symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX) technique, as a proper data size reduction 
method, on a large number of DLCs of the residential customers and analyze their consumption patterns; and secondly, 
to apply the results for residential DR programs . In spite of its efficacy, the application of SAX for the residential 
customers and a large number of DLCs has not been explored in detail. To bridge this gap, this study offers several 
contributions as follows: 
  It investigates the application of a modified SAX technique on a large dataset comprising hundreds of thousands 
of DLCs of residential dwellings. Use of SAX is appropriate since the residential DLCs usually display high 
variability from one day to another day. Therefore, instead of using the DLCs, the relevant SAX representations 
can be used which brings in more meaningful outcomes.  
 To apply the SAX, the main time periods of household activity during the day should be identified. Therefore, an 
analysis of consumption data is carried out to identify the critical time periods during the day which are used in 
the SAX to partition the time axis.  
  
 Using a clustering approach, the SAX representations of data are assigned to different clusters. In this stage, two 
modifications are applied to distance calculation to improve the clustering results. In addition, the effects of the 
parameters of the SAX technique and cluster numbers are studied by appropriate measures. The obtained results 
are analyzed which give promising insights about households‘ consumption patterns.  
 The results of the clustering stage are utilized to help in procuring DR from the residential households. The use of 
SAX is helpful in this stage too. It is in accordance with the needs of retailers or DR aggregators which usually 
require DR or load changes in specific time periods.  
 The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, the extant literature on clustering of load 
data and cluster-based DR is briefly summarized and the difficulties in clustering of residential customers due to the 
high variability in consumption patterns are described. Based on this analysis, stages of the suggested method are 
explained. The theoretical concepts of the methodology including the data size reduction method, clustering algorithm, 
and entropy analysis are introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, the data set, which is used in this study, is evaluated to 
extract the main time periods which are used in the SAX method. The case studies and the results are presented in 
Section 5. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 6.  
 
2. Literature review and problem statement 
2.1. Literature review 
2.1.1. Clustering of households 
Before the widespread rollout of smart meters, the clustering of residential electricity customers was mostly 
performed using the certain household characteristics. Therefore, instead of using the real load data, various dwelling 
and household attributes were used to categorize different classes of customers. Variables such as building 
characteristics, socio-economic factors, habits of consumption usage, and attitudes toward energy use were among the 
important factors for customer clustering. These data were usually obtained through in-home surveys or available 
social datasets. With the introduction of smart meters, research on household clustering has changed its focus from 
attribute-oriented to consumption-pattern-oriented approach [2]. The availability of high resolution consumption data 
allows clustering of households in more accurate and innovative ways.  
The main techniques used for electricity customer clustering include: K-means [3], [4] and its variations such as 
fuzzy K-means [5], [6], hierarchical algorithms [3], [7], self-organizing maps (SOM) [8], [9], and probabilistic and 
generative models [10], [11]. Other algorithms such as follow-the-leader [3], density-based spatial clustering of 
applications with noise (DBSCAN) [12], [13], and K-shapes  [14] are examined in some publications. Since the 
consumption values are continuously recorded over time, dynamic [15], [16] and online [17], [18] clusterings of time 
series data are also considered in a few studies.   
Analyzing the massive sets of DLCs from tens of thousands of smart meters could be difficult for electrical utilities. 
Applying clustering techniques on these data, especially when the number of customers is very big or the time period 
of study is long, would be a challenging task. One common solution is to assign a representative load pattern (RLP) to 
each customer. RLPs are usually calculated by averaging the DLCs over a period of time, for example, a season. 
Therefore, instead of dealing with many DLCs, every customer is represented by just one RLP. Clustering of 
customers can then be achieved using these RLPs. The shortcomings of using RLPs are illustrated in Section  2.2. 
  
Another solution is to transform the DLCs of customers into new variables before applying the clustering.  This 
preliminary stage can be performed using three main approaches: feature extraction, feature definition, and data size 
reduction techniques. In this way, for each customer, a limited set of variables are calculated using the original DLCs 
and then, clustering techniques are applied on these variables.  The main benefits of such transformation can be the 
management of data deluge, improvement of computation time, and in some cases superior and more interpretable 
results.  
Feature extraction and feature definition approaches construct new features from the consumption data. Techniques 
such as discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [19], discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [20], and frequency domain analysis 
[21] have been employed to extract features from the load data. In the feature definition approach, the load patterns of 
customers are represented by a set of features which are defined by the user [22], [11].  
The third approach involves the use of data size reduction techniques. In the power system literature, principal 
component analysis (PCA) is vastly utilized to convert the load data to a few components [23-25]. SAX is a well-
known data size reduction technique in the data mining literature [26]. It is a suitable technique for producing a 
representation of original time series data; however, its use for residential load data is not studied. 
Table 1 reports some of the studies on clustering of electricity customers. They have various objectives and employ 
different clustering methods.  
Table 1 Literature on clustering of consumption data using different methods and for different purposes 
Ref. Dataset Clustering method Descriptions Results 
[27]  3941 residential customers 
K-means, K-medoids, 
SOM 
A multinomial logistic regression is used to 
link the household characteristics to the 
customer segmentation 
Understanding the effect of different 
variables on cluster membership 
[13] 31 residential customers  DBSCAN 
A mixed integer non-linear programming is 
used for solving the optimization problem 
Finding customized retail prices for 
different classes of customers 
[10] Ameren Illinois database (the number of 




Use of RLPs 
Obtaining optimal time of use (TOU) 
structures  
[28] 103 residential customers K-means Use of RLPs 
Finding the correlation between the 
household characteristics and load 
patterns 
[29] 3440 residential customers K-means 
Use of RLPs  
Attributes are selected from the survey data 
for classification 
Classification of new electricity 
customers 
[30] 
Residential customers: 3994 
Other customers: 1341  
Kernel spectral 
clustering 
Feature extraction: A methodology based 
on wavelet feature extraction is utilized. 
Improving the load forecasting 
[11] 3622 residential customers 
Gaussian mixture 
model 
Feature definition: Seven features are 
defined and calculated based on the load 
data 
To understand the peak demand and 
major sources of variability in 
customers‘ behavior 
[31] 
1824 connection points/ 18,098 
customers (each connection point 
consists of one or more customers) 
K-means, Gaussian 
mixture model 
Data size reduction: PCA for understanding 
and visualizing the consumption data  
A regression analysis to find the most 
important explanatory factors for the load 
modeling 
Finding the important explanatory 
factors which affect the electricity 
consumption 
[32] 234 non-residential customers  Hierarchical 
Data size reduction: Use of SAX for data 
size reduction 
Use of RLPs 
Customer segmentation 
 
2.1.2. Residential demand response targeting using the clustering 
DR plans were traditionally focused on larger customers such as industrial or commercial users. Due to the 
widespread deployment of smart meters, there is a potential to apply similar DR programs to residential households. 
The DR programs are generally divided into two main categories [33]: incentive (event)-based DR and price (time)-
based DR. The incentive-based programs provide users with incentives or payments during periods of system stress 
such as peak load, while the price-based programs offer customers time-varying electricity prices [34]. The main 
  
functions of these programs can be summarized as peak shaving that aims at reducing the peak, valley filling which 
corresponds to more energy use during off-peak hours, and load shifting which is a combination of both approaches 
and aims at shifting the electricity consumption from the peak periods to off-peak hours. 
Publications on the use of clustering for DR management are limited. Table 2 reports the characteristics and findings 
of some of these studies.  
Table 2  Literature on clustering-based DR for residential customers 
Ref. Dataset Clustering method Descriptions Results 
[35] 8337 dwellings K-means 
Dividing the customers into six 
groups based on the time of their 
corresponding peaks 
Finding the suitable customers for reduction of 
system peak 
[36] 
Load data of 1693 
customers 
 
Surveys for 500 
customers 
An expectation-maximization 
model for clustering the load data 
 
K-means for segmentation of 
users based on household 
attitudes toward DR 
Survey features are used for social 
segmentation 
 
Measurements at appliance level 
(only 58 households) for up-scale of 
the data 
Finding the potentials of wet appliances for DR 
[37] 218,000 customers 
Two-stage clustering using the 




The amount of usage and the 




Multi-dimensional segmentation of customers 
based on their quantity and variability 
 
Recommendations for energy efficiency programs 
and time of use shifts for different households 
[38] 
The consumption data 
of a university campus 
K-means 
Temperature, time of use, and load 
data are used as three main features 
for clustering 






of 950 households 
Spectral clustering and K-
medoids 
A hidden Markov model (HMM) is 
utilized to detect the occupancy states 
Understanding consumption dynamics of customers 
for DR management 
[23] 1800 customers SOM PCA is used for data size reduction 
Comparing control (400 customers) and trial (1400 
customers) groups to find out the effect of DR 
plans on consumption 
In one attempt [35], the aim is to reduce the electrical network peak by applying suitable DR programs to the 
customers, which is achieved by clustering the residential users into six classes. The cluster which has the most similar 
demand curves to the system peak demand is selected as the most viable option for DR. Ref. [36] reports the results of 
a project for finding the potential of wet appliances (tumble dryers, washing machines, and dish washers) for DR. A 
model-based clustering approach is used for the clustering of load patterns. In addition, the customer‘s willingness to 
participate in DR is determined using the clustering of survey attributes and the potential DR is estimated using the 
combination of both results. Kwac et al. [37] analyze a large data set and use a two-step clustering methodology to 
build a load dictionary which contains the representative load shapes. Different aspects of customer consumption 
including consumption magnitude and variability are discussed which can be used for the establishment of DR 
programs. In [38], a hierarchical structure is proposed to alleviate the negative impacts when multiple DR plans act 
simultaneously on the same network. A clustering mechanism which takes into account the consumption value, time of 
use, and temperature is used to detect the points which are eligible for DR program application. Ref. [39] divides 
electricity consumption into two parts: occupancy-related and weather-related consumption. The authors suggest that 
when weather effects are accounted for, household consumption is solely based on the occupancy. Here, occupancy 
refers to socio-demographic factors and lifestyle and it is characterized by magnitude, duration, and variability of 
consumption.  
In spite of the vast number of publications, there are still many challenges of residential DR which are not addressed 
  
carefully [34], [40], [41]. Considerations about the customer behavior, usage pattern, and willingness to participate in 
DR programs are among the main issues. In this respect, we will employ a method to overcome one of the problems of 
residential DR implementation.  
2.2. Problem statement 
Once the clustering of residential energy data is concerned, two problems should be addressed carefully. The first 
one arises from the dimensionality of the data which was highlighted in Section 2.1.1.  The other is associated with the 
high variability of residential DLCs. The DLCs of dwellings can change significantly on a daily basis. It means that a 
residential user does not exactly follow the same consumption pattern from one day to another day and does not 
repeatedly use a specific appliance or electric equipment at the same time every day. Theoretically, a DLC can exhibit 
an infinite number of shapes. This is a serious obstacle in the clustering of households into distinctive groups. 
Fig. 1 displays the typical energy curve of a household during a week. Fig. 2 shows the variation of the DLCs of this 
dwelling for all the days in different seasons.  
 
Fig. 1. Variability of the consumption of a household over a week 
 
 
Fig. 2. Effect of seasonality on the consumption of a household 
As these figures demonstrate, the consumption patterns of a residential customer can vary on a daily basis and can 
be largely affected by seasonal changes. This imposes challenges to the clustering of customers into a certain number 
of classes since the DLCs of a customer might be assigned to many different clusters. Therefore, if clustering is carried 
  
out using algorithms such as K-means and the distance measures like Euclidean distance, each customer can be 
assigned to many different clusters since its DLCs vary widely among different days.  
As mentioned earlier, two methods, including the definition of RLPs, are followed in the literature to deal with this 
problem. Use of RLPs can reduce the volume of data and makes the clustering achievable. However, the RLPs cannot 
reflect the daily and intraday variations of energy consumption. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, two customers with 
completely different daily load patterns can still have similar RLPs (shown by the black lines). According to this 
figure, the first customer has a very unpredictable consumption behavior during the week, while the other follows a 
very regular pattern. It means that, regardless of the consumption value, the low and high consumption periods of the 
second customer do not differ considerably from one day to another. This is especially critical for DR applications 
when understanding the stability of user‘s consumption habits over time is of high importance.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Consumption behavior of two customers 
Use of SAX technique can help in settling the aforementioned problems. It has two suitable features which make it a 
perfect tool for analyzing residential load patterns. First, it considers several important time periods during the day 
instead of focusing on the exact time of consumption. Secondly, instead of dealing with the infinite number of 
consumption values, it transforms the load data into a series of symbols. Using these two features, each load pattern 
can be represented by a limited number of symbols. This allows limiting the number of many DLC varieties while 
retaining the important information of original load data. SAX representations can then be clustered using proper 
clustering techniques. Furthermore, applying the SAX can facilitate DR applications for example, by enabling the 
segregation of stable customers from variable ones. 
 
2.3. Stages of the method 
Based on the aforementioned analysis, the proposed methodology in this paper which includes four main steps is 




Fig. 4. Stages of the methodology 
 Data preparation: prior to data analysis, load data preparation is carried out in which the data set is divided into 
weekdays and weekend sets after the data cleaning process. Public holidays are also extracted from the weekdays 
and the customers‘ daily load profiles are normalized based on the daily maximum consumption. Normalization is 
needed since the direct use of raw data results in clusters that only reflect load magnitudes. On the other hand, 
normalized load patterns represent shape information and the variation of the load during the day [42]. Loading 
conditions are defined in this stage and the data are evaluated to determine the proper time intervals during the 
day, which are needed as the breakpoints on the time axis in the SAX method.  
 Implementing the SAX: the second stage applies the SAX on the load patterns and calculates the distance matrix. 
Two modifications are applied in this stage to the SAX method to accommodate the underlying assumptions of 
residential consumption and to achieve better clustering results. 
 Clustering: clustering using a hierarchical algorithm is conducted in Stage 3. Different hierarchical methods are 
evaluated and the best one is selected for the segmentation of load curves. Furthermore, the effects of SAX 
parameters and number of clusters are examined in Stages 2 and 3. 
 Applications and DR targeting: The analysis of the results and further applications for DR programs are 
conducted in Stage 4. In this step, the entropy concept from the information theory is utilized to rank customers 
based on their stabilities over time which can be further used in applying customized DR programs for different 
customers. In other words, this measure ranks customers based on their variability in their DLCs over time and 
distinguishes between the customers with stable and regular behavior and customers with irregular and unstable 
behavior.  
3. Methodology 
In this section, the concepts and mathematical formulations of SAX technique, clustering algorithm, and 
entropy measure are illustrated.  
3.1. SAX method 
Various methods have been proposed in the data mining literature for the high level representation of time 
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the original data into symbolic strings. This technique, proposed by Lin et al. [26], uses an intermediate 
transformation of raw data called piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA) for the dimensionality reduction and 
then, symbolizes the PAA representation into a string composed of some alphabets. PAA partitions the time domain 
into a specified number of time frames and reduces the length of the original time series by replacing the data falling 
in the same time frame with their corresponding mean value. Usually, these time intervals have the same size. In our 
proposed method, we determine the time intervals based on the approach defined in Section 4.2. Mathematically 
expressing, PAA transforms the original time series                  to a vector of                       
in which    is defined as: 
   





where    and    represent the  th time interval and the number of the data values falling in that time interval, 
respectively.  
Once    is obtained, their SAX representation can be realized by defining a series of breakpoints      
           which partition the amplitude axis into Q intervals. These breakpoints can be determined based on the 
quantile of the statistical distribution that represents the probability density of the amplitudes in the whole data set 
[32]. A symbol is then assigned to each of these intervals and the PAA values are mapped to these symbols 
according to the interval they fall in. Therefore, if the set of symbols are defined as              and         
  , then    will be mapped to   . In this way, the original time series can be replaced by a SAX ―word‖.  
Fig. 5 demonstrates the process of generating the SAX word for a typical normalized load curve. Each day is 
divided into four intervals which have the same length of six and the amplitude breakpoints are selected as 
               . The data points falling in the same time frame are averaged and mapped to the letters           
hence, resulting in the SAX word “abababacabbcaaacabab”. 
In the proposed method, every normalized daily load curve which consists of 48 data points will be replaced by 
its SAX representation of length five as a day is divided into five periods.  
 
Fig. 5. PAA and SAX representation of a load curve for 5 days 
3.2. Clustering stage 
Considering that the SAX entries are categorical data, certain clustering algorithms such as K-means cannot be 
used for the clustering. Other algorithms including K-modes, hierarchical, and DBSCAN can be applied to partition 
the SAX representation of daily load curves into a number of clusters. Hierarchical agglomerative clustering is a 
  
good choice which is used in this paper.  
The hierarchical algorithm produces a tree or dendrogram by either agglomerative (bottom-up) or divisive (top-
down) methods. In almost all the studies in the power system domain, the agglomerative approach is used as the 
preferred hierarchical method. In the agglomerative method, initially each instance is classified as a cluster and then 
clusters are merged iteratively to build a bottom-up hierarchy of the clusters until just one cluster is obtained. This 
formed hierarchy can be cut at any given level to produce the final clusters.  
To apply the method, firstly, the distance between the pairs of data points (load curves) is calculated and a 
similarity matrix is built. In order to apply the clustering algorithm on the SAX representations of the data, the 
distance between two SAX words should be defined. When dealing with the raw data, Euclidean distance is usually 
used to calculate the distance between two load curves or two RLPs. For the symbolic representation of the load 
curves a proper distance metric needs to be defined.  When the time domain is partitioned into equal time intervals, 
the following distance definition known as MINIDIST is usually used for calculating the dissimilarity between two 
SAX words   and   [26]: 
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where    and    represent the  th symbols of    and   , respectively and       is the number of data 
points in each time interval.  
Therefore, when calculating the distance between two SAX words, the distance between their individual 
symbols will be calculated first using (3).  According to (3), if two symbols are adjacent, then the distance between 
them is zero, otherwise, the distance between them is calculated using the amplitude breakpoints. For instance, in 
the previous example,             and                         . It can be proved that this definition for 
the distance between SAX words lower-bounds the Euclidean distance between the two original time series. 
We apply two modifications to the above distance calculation. Since the partitions of time axis have different 
sizes, the fixed   in (2) is replaced by    which is equal to the data points in each time interval. Accordingly, Eq. (2) 
should be re-written as: 
                √∑            
 
   




The definition in (3) considers the distance of adjacent symbols as zero and ignores the minimum and 
maximum points of time series. Therefore, here, the second modification is proposed based on the work in [43] for 
calculation of the distance in  (3), which shows better results for clustering purposes. Firstly, for each interval, an 
  
indicator can be defined as following: 
     





For the lowest region,      is the global minimum and for the highest one    is the global maximum. Secondly, 
the distance between two intervals can be defined as the distance between their corresponding indicators: 
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(6) 
Using the above definitions, the distance between the pairs of DLCs, which are represented by their SAX 
words, is calculated. This process results in a distance matrix which will be used as the input of the hierarchical 
clustering algorithm. Based on this matrix, clusters are merged using a linkage criterion. The linkage is an 
evaluation function which indicates the best candidates for merging. Likewise the dissimilarity measure, the choice 
of linkage can also have an impact on the final clustering outcomes.   
The average linkage is selected for the hierarchical clustering since the obtained results confirmed its 
superiority to the other methods. In the average clustering method, the distance between two clusters is defined as 
the average dissimilarity between instances from two clusters.  Therefore, in contrast with some other linkage 
criteria such as single and complete, it considers the similarity between all pairs of instances which belong to the 
clusters. Let    and    be two clusters with    and    members, respectively. Then, based on the average method 
the distance between these two clusters is: 
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3.3. Cluster validity indexes 
The clustering results can be assessed using clustering validity indexes. Usually, several cluster validity indexes are 
used simultaneously and based on the results of all of them, the final decision is made. Davies-Bouldin Index (DBI) 
and Mean Index Adequacy (MIA) are among the most popular ones in the power system literature and therefore, they 
are used in this study too. The lower values of these indicators imply better clustering results. The definitions of these 
two indicators are given in the following: 
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      the distance between cluster center    and the members of the ith cluster   =√
 
  
∑              
In these formulas, K,   ,    are the number of clusters, center of   , and the number of data points belonging to   , 
respectively.         represents the distance between the observations   and  .  
  
3.4. DR application 
The consumption of a household can be characterized by several main features: total/average energy consumption 
[44] [45], load shape [3] [4], the amount and time of the peak [35], and the stability in usage pattern over time. The 
first three determinants are well studied in the literature. In spite of its importance, the stability of the customer‘s usage 
behavior over time has been addressed in very limited studies [37], [39]. Nonetheless, it remains as one of the main 
challenges of DR implementation. In the following, using the results of clustering in the last subsection, the customers 
will be ranked based on their stability over time. 
By applying the clustering algorithm, the DLCs of each dwelling will be assigned to different clusters based on the 
customer‘s consumption habits. The higher variability of daily consumption patterns means that the DLCs will belong 
to the greater number of clusters. This gives an intuitive measure to compare households based on their stability over 
time. However, this method does not provide a fair basis for comparing customers. For example, the daily curves of 
two different customers can be assigned to the same number of clusters in spite of having completely different patterns 
as shown in Table 3. Here, there are 100 DLCs for each customer and the number of final clusters is set to 10. As can 
be observed, customer A has a very regular pattern since almost all of his/her daily curves are assigned to Cluster # 2, 
while customer B follows much diverse consumption habits as his/her daily curves are distributed among four different 
clusters. 
Table 3 A sample assignment of daily curves of two customers to different clusters 
 Cluster Number 
 #2 #5 #7 #10 
Customer A 97 1 1 1 
Customer B 23 27 19 31 
 
Therefore, a more sophisticated metric is needed to quantify the variability of households and rank them. We 
borrow the notion of entropy form the information theory to classify customers based on their stability over time. 
Shannon entropy is a popular entropy measure in various fields and is used in this paper too. It can be expressed as 
[46]: 
   ∑  
 
   
          (8) 
 
where N is the number of classes, and    is the probability (relative frequency) of an object from the ith class 
appearing. b is the base of the logarithm and its common values are 2, e, and 10.  
In our context, each class represents a cluster and the relative frequency,   , is the number of times the DLC of a 
household belongs to the cluster i. Therefore, the entropy metric not only considers the number of clusters but also the 
  
probability that they appear in the customers‘ DLCs. If a household has a completely stable pattern, which means that 
all the daily curves belong to just one cluster, the entropy will be 0 (     . In other extreme case, if a customer 
follows a completely irregular pattern, which means that all the clusters are equally likely in his DLCs, the entropy will 
be the highest.   
 
4. Preliminary analysis of the data set 
4.1. Data set 
The data used in this study are collected as a part of the smart metering trial project that was carried out by 
Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) in Ireland [47]. This data set contains the half-hourly consumption readings 
of more than 4000 residential customers for a period of one and half years. In this paper, the DLCs for a year of data 
starting from 1st of December 2009 are used for the analysis. An initial pre-processing of the data including the 
correction of missing values and the daylight saving time changes is carried out.  
The analyses in this section and the next section are performed for weekday and weekend datasets.  
R software and Matlab packages are used for the data preparation, application of the method, and visualizing the 
results. 
4.2. Finding the time intervals 
In this stage, the aim is to find time periods during a day which are distinguished based on the energy consumption 
levels and the local troughs and peaks. A detailed analysis is performed to distinguish the proper periods during the 
day. These time intervals are the characteristic time periods where certain consumption patterns can happen. These 
periods correspond with the typical periods of household activity and the changes in the energy usages. They will be 
used as the time breakpoints in the SAX method.  
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the box and whisker plots of the daily consumption data of all customers for the weekdays 
and weekends, respectively. For simplicity, outliers are not shown in these plots. The median value of the consumption 
in every hour is shown by the solid line in the middle of each box. The two ends of the box show the first quartile,   , 
and third quartile,   . The bottom and top whiskers are specified as                and                
and limit the range outside the box which is shown by the dashed line.  
Analysis of these figures reveals important information about the consumption magnitude and pattern during 
different seasons. In addition, a significant difference can be observed in the energy consumption patterns of weekdays 




Fig. 6. Boxplots of weekday consumption in different seasons 
 
Fig. 7. Boxplots of weekend consumption in different seasons 
 
For the weekdays, there are several local peaks which occur in the morning, mid-day, evening, and night periods. 
Although the occurring times of these peaks slightly differ among the seasons, the general trend is almost the same for 
all of them. As expected, the daytime peak during the weekends is much higher in comparison to weekdays. 
Specifically, for summer and spring, the daytime peak is the same or higher than the night peak. It is understandable 
since during the weekdays most of people are usually at workplaces, while they spend much more time at home during 
the weekends. There is no significant change in the night consumption. Another main difference for the weekends is 
  
the shifting of the local peak of the morning to mid-day. Such pattern is also expected since occupants usually wake up 
at later hours on Saturday and Sunday.  
Table 4 reports the time intervals which are inferred from these plots which distinguish the periods of household 
activity and are used as the input of SAX method. 
Table 4 Characteristic time intervals of the day (used for the SAX method) 
Weekdays 
Recording number Hours Period 
3-14 1 am- 7 am Overnight 2 
15-18 7 am- 9 am Morning 
19-33 9am- 4:30 pm Daytime 
34-45 4:30 pm- 10:30 pm Evening 
46-2 10:30 pm- 1 am Overnight 1 
Weekends 
Recording number Hours Period 
3-16 1 am- 8 am Overnight 2 
17-20 8am- 10 am Morning 
21-34 10 am- 5 pm Daytime 
35-46 5 pm- 11 pm Evening 
47-2 11 pm- 1 am Overnight 1 
 
5. Case study 
5.1. Application of SAX and clustering algorithms 
The time periods that were defined for the SAX method cover the main time intervals during the whole year. 
However, the usage patterns of customers might slightly vary based on the temperature and seasonal changes. Usually, 
more similar consumption habits happen during a season. The current practice in the literature is to divide a year into 4 
(or sometimes 5) seasons and study the consumption behavior based on the seasons[12] [28] [42]. In our case, since we 
were studying the customer stability over time, we tried to define the season based on the temperature variations to 
expand the time period of study compared to the usual practice which considers only one pre-defined season of data. 
The analysis indicates that there is a good correlation between the temperature values (from Irish Meteorological 
Service [48]) and the overall consumption pattern as shown in Fig. 8. This approach represents a more realistic 
scenario as well as more number of days, resulting in 93 working days including 11 days from the end of spring, 18 
days from the beginning of autumn, and all the working days of summer (64 days).  
The presented concepts are firstly demonstrated using a dataset comprising of 300 customers (Sections 5.1 to 5.4), 
while a much larger dataset consisting of 4141 customers is used for further DR analysis (section 5.5). Therefore, 
27,900 DLCs (300 customers   93 days) are available for this loading condition. For the weekends, a year of data is 
considered which consists of 104 days. Consequently, for the time period under study, the total number of 31200 
DLCs will be available for the weekends.  
If the occupants are not at home for some days, the household‘s consumption will be very low and almost the same 
for the whole day. So, after normalization, all the values will be around 1 and this will result in a consumption pattern 
that seems stable over days. Therefore, as an additional condition, only those customers whose usage in each day of 
the period under study is more than 3 kWh are selected.  
  
 
Fig. 8. Daily total consumption and temperature variation 
The analysis is performed for various conditions mainly by selecting different number of symbols (amplitude 
partitions) and different number of clusters. As will be explained in the next subsections, using a seven-alphabet shows 
superior clustering performance and hence, it is used for explaining the results.   
The amplitude axis is partitioned into seven regions which are defined using the quantile of the PAA values.  
Accordingly, there are six breakpoints which are determined based on the cumulative density function (CDF) of the 
whole data. It means that these breakpoints divide the CDF curve into seven equiprobable regions as shown in Fig. 9.  
 
Fig. 9. CDF of the whole data 
These regions correspond to the letters ‗a‘ to ‗g‘. The normalized daily load shapes are transformed into their 
corresponding SAX words. The distance matrix is constructed using the modified MINIDIST function defined in (4)-
(6). Finally, the SAX words are clustered using the hierarchical clustering algorithms into clusters. Cophenetic 
correlation coefficients are calculated for average, single, complete, and Ward clustering methods in which the results 
demonstrate the better performance for average clustering. Finally, the entropy of each customer is calculated based on 
the frequency of appearance of clusters in his DLCs. 
It should be noted that the maximum number of different SAX words cannot be more than          as seven 
possible symbols exist for each period.  Consequently, even if the number of daily load shapes increases considerably, 
the possible combinations of the symbols ―a‖ to ―g‖ are limited to this number.  
  
5.2. Analysis of weekday and weekend clusters 
The number of clusters is determined based on the values of DBI and MIA indexes. Following the analysis 
presented in Section 5.4, the number of clusters is set to 120. Analysis of the formed clusters and their shapes can give 
valuable information about the consumption patterns.  Fig. 10 depicts the clustering results for the weekday dataset in 
which the centers for 30 clusters with the largest number of members are shown. The center is calculated by averaging 
all the curves that belong to the cluster.   
 
 
Fig. 10. Centers of the clusters with the highest number of DLCs for the weekday data set 
Each cluster characterizes a different consumption pattern. Especially, these patterns are visible: 
 Morning peak, clusters #6, #9, #13, and #15, #20, and #23: except for cluster # 6 whose peak happens at 
early morning (around 6), other clusters show a late peak during the morning. Clusters # 9 and # 15 
represent a major peak which shows the energy consumption by various appliances in this period.  
 Mid-day peak; clusters #3, #22, #24, and #28: for this category, the peak happens at early afternoon and, 
except for cluster # 3, they generally follow the same pattern of an extended peak. It means that the 
consumption slowly increases until the peak point and then again follows a slow decrease pattern. 
 Late night peak; clusters #1, #4, #5, #7, #10, #11, #14, and #19: these clusters show a peak near to the 
midnight. Clusters #1, #7, #11, and #19 show a smooth steady increase in the usage from early afternoon 
till midnight compared with clusters #10 and #14 which have a sharper rise of consumption.  
 Night peak; clusters #2, #17, #18, #27, #29, and #30: compared with other clusters in this category, clusters 
#2 and #18 display a significant increase in consumption during night time.  
 Dual peaks; clusters #8, #12, #26: these clusters show dual peaks happening in the morning and in the 
evening. 
Clusters #16, #21, and #25 classify those days when customer had an almost stable consumption during the day 
starting from the morning and lasting until midnight. 
Clusters #29 and #30 have the largest number of members (4187 and 2406 DLCs, respectively) which account for 
around 24 per cent of all daily curves. Not surprisingly, they represent a consumption pattern similar to the general 
trend of energy use in summer which was shown in Fig. 6.    
The same analysis that is performed for the week days can also be applied on weekend dataset. The centers of main 
clusters, that contain the largest number of members, are depicted in Fig. 11. It can be seen that weekend clusters 
  
generally have a peak in the afternoon and nights rather than in the morning. Especially, clusters #25 to #30 which 
have the largest number of members follow this pattern. Cluster #30 has 5541 members and its shape resembles the 
consumption patterns shown in Fig. 7.  
 
 
Fig. 11.  Centers of the clusters with the highest number of DLCs for the weekend data set 
5.3. Entropy analysis 
The results of the method distinguish the customers based on their variability in the defined periods. The highest 
entropy that a customer can have is     (
 
  
)         which happens when each DLC belongs to a different cluster. 
Here, the DLCs of the dwelling with the lowest entropy are assigned to just 4 clusters, while for the customer with the 
highest entropy they belong to more than 50 clusters. The entropy values for the former and latter cases are 0.2444 and 
1.5991, respectively. Fig. 12 shows the daily curves of two customers with stable consumption behavior and two 
customers with variable consumption behavior that are decided based on the entropy analysis. As  can be seen, even 
the stable customers show slightly different patterns from one day to another day which is an inherent feature of the 
residential energy usage.  
 
 
Fig. 12. Load curves of two customers with stable consumption behavior (top) and two customers with variable consumption 
behavior (bottom) 
Entropy analysis reveals that the weekend consumption is more variable than the weekdays, which can be associated 
with the more stable schedule of households during the weekdays. Furthermore, the study shows that those customers 
who show a stable behavior on the weekdays do not necessarily follow a regular pattern on the weekends.  
  
5.4. Effect of amplitude partitioning and number of clusters 
The final clustering results are affected by the number of regions of amplitude axis i.e. the number of alphabets. To 
investigate this effect on clustering results, the number of amplitude breakpoints has been changed from 4 (5 regions) 
to 7 (8 regions). On the other hand, the effect of the number of clusters is also studied by changing it from 50 to 300.  
Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 display the results for DBI and MIA, respectively. It can be seen that, both DBI and MIA values 
decrease with the increase of the number of clusters. However, they do not change significantly after around 120 and 
for this reason, the number of clusters is set to 120. In addition, it can be observed that the best clustering has been 
achieved when the alphabet of size 7 is used.  
It is also interesting to study the effect of these variables on entropy calculations and their ability to distinguish 
stable customers. To this end, for each number of clusters, the entropies of customers are calculated for a different 
number of alphabets. Then, 100 customers with the lowest entropies for each of these four scenarios and for the 
different number of clusters were obtained. It is observed that there are at least 66 common users among the 100 users 
for different number of alphabets.  
 
Fig. 13. DBI values for different size of alphabets and different number of clusters 
 
 
Fig. 14. MIA values for different size of alphabets and different number of clusters 
5.5. Entropy analysis for a large number of customers 
The presented method in the last section is precise, however, with the increase of the number of DLCs the 
computational time increases. The main reason is that SAX words are categorical variables and the distance matrix for 
the clustering algorithm needs to be constructed. Consequently, if there are   SAX words, the order of distance matrix 
is    . More sophisticated approaches for clustering are needed that is beyond the scope of this study.  Therefore, 
here, we adopt a more straightforward approach in order to be able to compare a large number of customers. The steps 
  
of the proposed method are illustrated in the following: 
 Step 1: Define the K characteristic load shapes based on which all the load curves can be compared. These 
characteristic load curves can be defined by the user or for example, as a preliminary stage can be found by a 
simple clustering algorithm like K-means.  
 Step 2: Convert these K characteristic load shapes to SAX words (representative SAX words). 
 Step 3: Convert all the DLCs of each customer to SAX words. 
 Step 4: Compute the distance of each DLC of the customer with the representative SAX words and assign it to the 
most similar one. 
 Step 5: Calculate entropy. 
The case studies for the working days and weekend days are illustrated in the following. 
The simulations are carried out for the working days of one year which comprises 252 days. Again, only those 
customers with the daily usages above 3 kWh are selected for the analysis. The partitioning of time and amplitude axis 
is the same as the previous section. The number of representative load shapes is decided large enough to represent 
various load patterns. It should be noted that some of the representative SAX words of these K centers might be 
identical and hence, the replicated ones need to be removed.  In our analysis, the final number of representative SAX 
words is decreased to 39. For each DLC, the distance of its SAX word with these 39 load shapes is computed and it is 
assigned to the most similar load shape. Finally, the entropy of each customer is calculated. 
The histogram in Fig. 15 shows how the DLCs of customers are assigned to different clusters. It can be observed 
that the DLCs of most of the customers are assigned to around 20 clusters. The DLCs of the most stable customer 
belong to only 2 clusters, while the ones of the most variable customer are assigned to 32 clusters. However, as 
emphasized before, this measure cannot independently reveal the customer‘s variability. Fig. 16 shows the load shapes 
of some of the stable customers.  
 
 





















Fig. 16.  Load curves of sample customers with stable consumption behavior for weekday dataset 
 
There are 104 days for the weekend dataset and the representative load patterns are different for this dataset. The 
entropy analysis for weekend days reveals that customers show more variable consumption patterns during the 
weekends. Fig. 17 shows the sample stable customers for the weekend dataset.  
 
Fig. 17. Load curves of sample customers with stable consumption behavior for weekend dataset 
In the next step, we investigate the stable customers who are common between the two datasets. To this end, the 
customers are ranked based on their entropies and the top common stable customers in the two datasets are found. The 
  
analysis shows that there is not any direct relationship between the stable customers of the weekday dataset and the 
weekend dataset. For example, among the top 500 stable customers for each of weekday and weekend dataset, only 74 
customers are common.  
6. Conclusions 
Future smart grids will be equipped with monitoring devices such as smart meters which collect the massive volume 
of consumption data of electricity users at frequent intervals. Data mining of these energy data can benefit stakeholders 
in power systems in various ways, for example, for implementing proper DR settlements. In this paper, using a 
combination of SAX technique as a data size reduction method and hierarchical clustering algorithm, DLCs of 
customers were segregated into certain clusters. Also, the stability of consumption pattern was investigated using the 
entropy concept.  
The results of clustering and entropy calculation provide insights for offering DR programs to the electricity 
customers. First of all, the major DLCs which represent the main consumption habits can be determined as shown in 
figures 10 and 11. This, in turn, will help the utilities to build DR programs or customized time of use tariff structures 
based on the load patterns. Furthermore, the entropy analysis enables them to divide their customers to various groups 
which can be targeted differently. For example, low entropy customers whose load peaks happen at the same period as 
system peak are good candidates for price-based DR. On the other hand, variable users can be targeted by suitable 
incentive-based DR. 
The case studies using a large number of daily load patterns demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method 
for DR management. Especially, the method is able to capture the major consumption patterns of the households and 
overcome the problems of the previous studies [37], which mainly dealt with the original DLCs of residential 
customers that varies a lot on the daily and seasonal bases. Use of SAX method can produce superior results, since the 
residential consumption patterns, which inherently display a lot of variability, are transformed to a limited number of 
SAX words. 
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